By Sandi Holman

Introduction

I would like to take a moment to introduce myself to you and share a little piece of my
story of how I came to write this eBook. I had begun to write a heart book but became
very concerned about the lack of fellowship and isolation as the pandemic began. I have
very transparently poured out my heart in this short book as the Lord spoke to me the
great need for awakening people to hope, truth and His great love that never fails. He is
the comforter, and His peace passes all understanding. I am believing for a soon
outpouring of the Holy spirit as a result of a great awakening. An encounter with God
can change everything and it always begins with the heart!
We are living in a time like none other time. Many years ago, when the Lord called me
as an intercessor, I learned through many conversations with the Lord the importance of
asking HIM to show me my heart. As I began to embrace my calling, the Lord released
me to speak and write the prophetic words and teachings He was sharing with me
HEART to HEART. This eBook is simply a preface to my heart book soon to be published.
It is a compilation of my personal experiences regarding my own heart and the wisdom I
gained as an intercessor and Counselor in deliverance and inner healing ministry.
Keeping my heart, endeavoring to think twice before I speak once, practicing HIS
presence moment by moment, and loving unconditionally are my personal daily goals.
After my two sons graduated college, I answered the call of the Lord to go to the
nations. First, to Hawaii to do a Discipleship Training School with Youth with a Mission
(YWAM) which led me to Singapore where I remained for several life changing seasons.
Shortly after I arrived there, I had a divine appointment with a Pastor/Prophet named
Roderick Tay. He immediately invited me to enroll in his School of the Prophets. It was
an amazing surprise at the end when he passed his Prophet mantle to me. I was so
overcome. I was out ‘in the spirit’ for three days with a divine visitation from the Lord
when He spoke clearly to me regarding His call on my life. The depth of that call was the
beginning of a whole new life of divine impartations, appointments, trials, tests,
struggles and snuggles to die to self. May we all embrace the opportunity before us to
celebrate in our tribulations knowing that they bring perseverance, may we be content
knowing that perseverance proves character and when character is proven, it produces
hope. Beloved, as I reflect on this in this season of great worldly turmoil, I rejoice that
hope that is so needed in our culture today does not disappoint, because the love of God
has been poured out within our hearts through the Holy Spirit just as it is written in
Romans 5:3-5. SO BE IT!

Chapter 1 What Is A Changed Heart
Chapter 2 Faith-Filled Heart
Chapter 3 Heart of Understanding
Chapter 4 Cross Over For A
Great Awakening
Chapter 5 We Do Not See Things
As They Are

The place to begin, when asking for a changed heart, is first to understand what
kind of heart we should have. First, I would like to differentiate from the human
heart and the spiritual heart for a moment. The human heart, simply put, is a
muscle, and it beats an average of 50-100 beats per minute. It literally pumps
blood around your body, and it pumps our complete blood supply through its
chambers every four minutes, according to research. However, let us focus on
the spiritual heart which is the very seat of our emotions.
In the word of God, it says “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the great and foremost
commandment.” I truly love the way the Passion Translation says it, “Jesus
answered him, Love the Lord your God with every passion of your heart, with all
the energy of your being, and with every thought that is within you. This is the
great and supreme commandment.” Supreme says to me it is superior to all
others and the highest level.
The human heart, simply put, is a heart that is focused on God. He must be the
most important part of our lives. His heart says to love our enemies, to serve
others, to walk in love, to do unto others as we would have them do unto us and
bottom line, seek peace with all men. We must have a pure heart that harbors no
judgments. We must not let the high praises of man be our motivation but the
desire to please God and live only for His praise. A pure heart will also desire
clean hands. His word says, “Touch not mine anointed and do my prophets no
harm.” (Psalms 105:15 NKJV) which also goes along with “Judge not.”
The scripture found in Matthew 7:1-3 is pretty clear. “Do not judge, so that you
will not be judged. For in the way you judge, you will be judged; and by your
standard of measure, it will be measured to you. Why do you look at the speck
that is in your brother’s eye, but do not notice the log that is in your own eye?”
I will never forget the lesson the Lord gave me when I was so adamant about my
opinion on a candidate for election when my discernment turned to judgment,
the Lord said, “Sandi, never forget, you love them and I will judge them. You
cannot see your own heart so don’t try to judge another’s heart when they
perform evil acts. Remember you may very well be able to see a tiny speck in his
eye but have no true understanding of the log in your own eye, so do not judge.”
I will never forget Matthew 22:35-38 “And one of them, a lawyer, asked Him a
question, testing Him: ‘Teacher, which is the great commandment in the Law?’
And He said to him, “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and

with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the great and foremost
commandment.” NASB
Also, the Lord desires a heart whose motives are pure. Loving God with all our
heart will completely exclude loving the praises of men. If our motivation to
obey Him is rooted in loving Him with all our heart, there will be no room for
wrong motives. It is a very unhealthy, ungodly mixture to try to serve two
masters. Most of us have suffered rejection in our lives at one time or another
and will again as part of our human existence. Then as you guard your heart
daily with all diligence, keeping a check of the issues that flow out of it, I would
like to share with you an important truth the Lord has taught me: As long as I
yearn for man’s acceptance, I open myself up for man’s rejection.
“Having predestined us to adoption as sons by Jesus Christ to Himself, according
to the good pleasure of His will, to the praise of the glory of His grace, by which
He made us accepted in the Beloved. Ephesians 1:5-6
He inhabits your PRAISES, but HE receives YOU. Don’t ever allow rejection to
be a snare that works through your emotions.
When God looks at a person, He doesn’t see what we see when we look at one
another. We might be focusing on what someone is wearing or what their social
position is or their profession, but the Lord does not see as man sees: for man
looks at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart. He sees the
real person because He sees the heart. I Samuel 16:7 “But God told Samuel,
‘Looks aren’t everything. Don’t be impressed with his looks and stature. I’ve
already eliminated him.’ God judges persons differently than humans do. Men
and women look at the face; God looks into the heart.” (See 1 Samuel 16:7 NKJV)
“But the Lord said to Samuel, ‘Do not look at his appearance or at the height of
his stature, because I have refused him. For the Lord does not see as man sees;
for man looks at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart.’"
The Lord has said to me many times to lean not on my own understanding
regarding the heart when dealing with relationships. He always says seek my
heart about people that have been placed in your life.
“Some of the people you can hardly stand right now have been sent to you as
divine helpers. People change as I change their hearts says the Father,
Remember Paul was once Saul. So seek my heart concerning the depths of the
hearts of men, for I am the only one who sees what is hidden. So seek my
wisdom, and I will help you distinguish between Judas and Peter. Peter denied
me but he did not betray me,” says the Lord.
God truly sees the intent of the heart. Only He knows what needs to change. Our
outward appearance is not important but it is of prime importance whether our
heart is right or not. So, it is good to ask ourselves ‘Is my heart right with God?

And ask the Lord to shine His light into our heart and reveal anything that is not
right that He may change our heart and cleanse it.
It is the now time to break out of our old patterns and mindsets and have only
His mindset. That indeed is the beginning of a changed heart. We must begin to
cast down imaginations and every high thing that exalts itself against the
knowledge of God. Beloved, we have the mind of Christ but we must have our
mind cleansed of our own opinions and assumptions.
We must be careful not to harbor any presumptuous thinking. We must be
careful to drop our plans and receive His new strategies and divine designs for
His Kingdom to come. We will continue to press forward with His mindset and
strategies to pursue, overtake and recover that which has been lost or stolen.
He alone is all knowing, all wisdom, and all understanding so reach out and
receive His strategy for the end-time battles.
“Whatever He says to you, do it.” John 2:5.
So as we look at what a changed heart really looks like from God’s perspective, it
is good to pause and ask ourselves this question, ‘What adjustments or changes
in my mind, will, or emotions do I need to make in order be in alignment with
God’s word about the heart? Proverbs 23:7 tells us that as a man thinks in his
heart, so is he. We are what we think. With that in mind, it stands to reason that
what we think governs the kind of person we are. Thinking Godly thoughts
makes us more like Him, whereas, thinking evil thoughts makes us evil.
There is a clashing of good and evil in the earth today that is causing much
unrest. God’s word exhorts us in Philippians 4:8 “Finally, brothers and sisters,
whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is right, whatever is pure,
whatever is [a]lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence and if
anything worthy of praise, think about these things.” (NASB)
I often meditate on the Passion Translation simply because it helps me see things
from a different light. I love Philippians 4:4-8 in the Passion Translation. Here is
it! "Be cheerful with joyous celebration in every season of life. Let joy overflow,
for you are united with the Anointed One! Let gentleness be seen in every
relationship, for our Lord is ever near.
Don't be pulled in different directions or worried about a thing. Be saturated in
prayer throughout each day, offering your faith-filled requests before God with
overflowing gratitude. Tell Him every detail of your life, then God's wonderful
peace that transcends human understanding, will make the answers known to
you through Jesus Christ. So keep your thoughts continually fixed on all that is
authentic and real, honorable and admirable, beautiful and respectful, pure and
holy, merciful and kind. And fasten your thoughts on every glorious work of God,
praising Him always."

As we set our focus our thoughts and mind on these things, it will lead us into
praising HIM. We are encouraged to dwell on Godly and praiseworthy thoughts
as we come to the realization that it is so true ‘we become what we think.’ Again,
‘as a man thinks in his heart, so is he’. Proverbs 6:16-18 speaks even of our
imaginations. It says: “These six things doth the Lord hate: yea, seven are an
abomination unto him: A proud look, a lying tongue, and hands that shed
innocent blood, an heart that deviseth wicked imaginations, feet that be swift in
running to mischief.” There are many things that corrupt our minds and lead us
astray in our actions. Imagination is a gift from the Lord and it can be used for
good or evil. It is our choice. I am so reminded of the beautiful song “I Can Only
Imagine”. I include it here today and encourage you to ponder the words as you,
too, sing along with me.
I CAN ONLY IMAGINE..
”I can only imagine What it will be like When I walk by Your side I can only
imagine What my eyes would see When Your face is before me I can only imagine
Yeah Surrounded by Your glory What will my heart feel? Will I dance for You
Jesus Or in awe of You be still? Will I stand in Your presence Or to my knees, will
I fall? Will I sing hallelujah?
Will I be able to speak at all? I can only imagine I can only imagine I can only
imagine When that day comes And I find myself Standing in the Son I can only
imagine When all I will do
Is forever, forever worship You I can only imagine, yeah I can only imagine
Surrounded by Your glory What will my heart feel? Will I dance for you Jesus Or
in awe of You be still?
Will I stand in your presence Or to my knees will I fall? Will I sing hallelujah? Will
I be able to speak at all? I can only imagine, yeah I can only imagine Surrounded
by Your glory
What will my heart feel? Will I dance for you Jesus Or in awe of You be still? Will
I stand in your presence Or to my knees, will I fall? Will I sing hallelujah? Will I
be able to speak at all?
I can only imagine, yeah I can only imagine I can only imagine.“
(Source: Musixmatch. Songwriters: Bart Millard )
Foolish people and those who are deceived by the pride of their own heart
continue to resist the Lord. Their choices and their chosen lifestyles make them a
victim of deception. They are very vulnerable to the works and schemes of the
devil. It sometimes appears easier to go along with the flow of others or follow
the crowd as they say, but the Lord fills us with courage to stand against the

stream of deception.
Part of a changed heart is not giving into our emotions and allowing an emotional
response to harden our hearts. Even in acts of betrayal, there is a hidden
purpose. We must stop and analyze it with the truth that no one would betray if
they knew their own heart and the hidden motives behind the betrayal of trust.
So God’s plan is victory for the betrayer and the betrayed.
At that very moment, stop and ask the Father, “What are you after in my heart?”
Help me guard my heart and see your hand! We always want the betrayer to be
punished but we cannot fall into the enemy’s trap and allow our heart and head
to go there! The enemy has set us up and lured us by our emotions into
hardening our heart and beginning to place judgment. A hard heart is the resting
place for unforgiveness. This is the moment of truth. We must act on truth alone.
Lay down our emotions and feelings as an act of obedience.
“For the moment all discipline is painful, rather than pleasant, but later it yields
the peaceful fruit of righteousness to those who are trained by it.” Hebrews
12:11. This is the key scripture that I endeavor to live by, for I have learned that
without discipline, I am nothing. Truly the Lord continues to train me to be
disciplined daily.
Do not even begin to have a wrestling match with unforgiveness, revenge or
woundedness. We must make a choice as an act of our will to forgive and that is
the beginning of a long walk all the way to the cross of Calvary. Yes, we must
walk in that Calvary LOVE that Jesus demonstrated all the way to the cross,
speaking to ourselves and also to the Lord, the very words of Jesus on the Cross
“Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.”
The heart can be led astray by the deceitfulness of Satan, He has the ability to
take truth and turn it into a lie by planting seeds of half-truths. He did this to
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. Don’t allow Satan to get to you by the
deceitfulness of sin through a hardened heart!
Hebrews 3:15 says, “Today, if you hear His voice, do not harden your hearts as
your forefathers did in the tie of provocation.” The Hebrews’ writer is saying we
can harden our hearts by choice. (and that too is a changed heart).
“God alone knows the secrets of our hearts!” Psalms 44:21.
Life’s lessons will always give us a picture of our hearts!
That is a true picture of a Changed Heart!

A FAITH-FILLED HEART
I have been hearing the Lord reminding me that: “The just shall live by faith.” He
is saying that the chaotic attacks that have brought the spirit of fear along with
frustration have caused so many to be paralyzed and unable to move forward or
step out in faith. He is releasing fresh faith to quench every fiery dart that has
been sent to stop you in your tracks. He has gone before you leading the way,
and His footprints will lead you in the right direction, says the Father.
“Beloved, it is time to fix your eyes on your anchor. The anchor holds. FAITH is
your assurance of things hoped for. I AM Christ in you, the hope of Glory.”
“I AM the HOPE that dwells in you,” says The LORD.
“You must see your Faith as your anchor. You must trust in my unfailing love.”
The word found in Romans 1:17 TPT is so powerful because we see ourselves
move from receiving the life of God when we ask Jesus into our hearts through
faith to the power of living our lives by that same faith. Isn’t HE wonderful, first
He gives us FAITH to even desire to ask Him into our hearts, and then He give us
eternal life as our savior. He gives us power over all the enemy as we embrace
that life and enforce the power that He has given us for victory. Oh, what a
Savior!
Romans 1:17 TPT “This gospel unveils a continual revelation of God’s
righteousness—a perfect righteousness given to us when we believe. And it
moves us from receiving life through faith, to the power of living by faith. This is
what the Scripture means when it says: “We are right with God through lifegiving faith!”
Then HE reinforces that truth in Hebrews 10:38 TPT where HE says, “My
righteous ones will live from my faith. But if fear holds them back, my soul is not
content with them!”
I hear the Lord say to us, “It is urgent to discern the times and seasons and
awaken to the lateness of the hour for it is much later than you think.”
When will we wake up and know that faith in God will solve every problem we
are facing? Changing our mindset from fear to faith is a game changer for it is

the change that must take place in the heart that confirms you are trusting in the
Lord with all your heart. The sold out believers will host a Great Awakening.
“Many will pass right on by and say, ‘Oh, I already know that!’ But I say to you
today, the simplicity of what you know in your head and are not living in your
heart is the reality of what we are now seeing in “the church” today. The battle is
raging in the fight between good and evil. Many are just being tossed to and fro
and are emotionally unstable with no anchor while allowing fear to destroy what
faith they once had. I AM calling out to my children to return to the joy of their
salvation and take hold of my unchanging hand for their very salvation was an
act of faith.
Take up your SHIELD OF FAITH and be clothed with my armor for I AM
breathing into your Faith and Love and restoring your Hope this day.”
In a spiritual context, the anchor symbolizes “the stable part of our being, the
quality which enables us to keep a clear mind amid the confusion of sensation
and emotion.”
In (Nautical Terms) an anchor is any of several devices, usually of steel, attached
to a vessel by a cable and dropped overboard so as to grip the bottom and
restrict the vessel’s movement and an object used to hold something else firmly
in place: the rock provided an anchor for the rope that is tied to the anchor that
connects it to the ship to hold it.
He is strengthening every link in your chain called courage, determination and
tenacity to hold you in the storm.
“Faith is an anchor that holds you steady in the darkness filling you with My
Peace, for it brings the light. Fear is a spirit that is rooted in unbelief and keeps
you paralyzed sometimes causing you to feel like a man walking in darkness
trying to find his own way. But I say to you, I AM the WAY and there is no other
way to have peace in troubled times.
Many are finding themselves in troubled waters knowing not what to do, for
they are like a ship without a rudder, being driven by strong winds and finishing
the journey shipwrecked. In the days ahead, it is imperative that you have your
faith anchored in me,” says The Spirit of Grace. For when you are in deep
waters, the anchor holds. You must choose to step out in Faith and not drown in
the troubled waters of the spirit of Fear. I am stretching your faith, I am
expanding your vision, I am in the boat with you. As you step out on the water,
know that I am speaking to the strong winds, peace be still.
Know this, says the Faithful Father, All of Hell has a militant mindset against

your becoming a man or woman of PASSION, PURITY and PERSEVERANCE, but
I have come to fill my disciples with the oil of the Spirit, a cleansed heart and a
spirit of perseverance that will fuel your victorious faith, and it is yours for the
asking. Fiery faith and holiness is filling the hearts of the unstoppable remnant
army of The LORD, and the fear of The LORD shall be restored, says the Captain
of The LORD of Hosts.
In this amazing hour and time of change and personal one-on-one revival
encounters with Me, begin to see the joy set before you as Joy in the Journey.
Continue to focus on this until you are Fully Persuaded. The Radical Remnant is
being released. There truly is a joy set before you as you shall walk on the
peaceful waters and you shall swim in the living waters of life everlasting for I
am your life jacket. The only waters you shall drown in are the waters of my
unfailing love.
Your challenges of the past seasons have forged courage in your spirit that you
cannot see. Your suffering has developed the strength that only long suffering
provides as it has allowed patience to have her perfect work in you that you may
be perfect and complete lacking nothing,”says the Captain of your ship.
Indeed, you being conformed to His death releases the power of His
resurrection. He has freely bestowed upon us the gift of faith that becomes our
enabling force to produce the substance of all things hoped for and the evidence
of all things not as yet seen. Therefore, we shall live above the circumstances
with greater expectancy. This powerful gift of faith shall drive out all of the
deceptive lies that were lodged in the hearts of the masses by the spirit of fear.
Your heart is being abundantly filled with Calvary love to go forth, and the very
fragrance of His love shall saturate the atmosphere and eradicate the spirit of
death at work in those captured by every form of fear. The love of God never
fails. The whole earth is feeding on lies but starving for the love that only God
can provide.
So freedom shall be released as perfect love casts out fear. Even with the
backlashes and new battles that were brought forth in the past shift, separation
has begun to purify hearts.
“My Light present in you shall dispel all the darkness as you are walk in the
depths and heights of My Purpose,” says the Faith giver. “Know this, the shift has
elevated your position and new networks and connections for unity and
agreement are now on your grid.”
New gates of access that have previously been shut off are now being opened as
we press forward, never looking back and leaving the past behind us.

We are presently gearing up for an unprecedented move of God. Angelic activity
shall become a recognizable everyday occurrence, and divine connections are
actually heavenly setups to coordinate the plans of the Father for His Kingdom to
come. You are entering a day and an hour that has been prophesied but never
seen by man. It is beginning now and shall continue as the latter rain prevails
with a deep outpouring of cleansing and healing.
“The whole world shall focus on the supernatural as it becomes natural sending
waves of my Glory. Yes, I, the Lord, shall be glorified and my glory shall cover the
whole earth,” says the creator of all things.”
As I wrote this, I heard my savior say, “You haven’t seen anything yet, the whole
world shall know that I am God.”
Suddenly we shall find ourselves at the right place at the right time doing the
right thing to bring forth our desired results. The desire in our hearts is being
carried out as we are willing and obedient to the call and voice of God.
This is a pivotal time as we come out of a long but thorough time of preparation.
We are being perfected and tested for an end time harvest like none other. Our
gift shall make a place for us as we are being fitly joined together to declare that
love and unity shall replace hatred and division all across the land.
Though there are many adversaries, the holy boldness and deep courage of a lion
shall sound forth as a loud roar announcing acceleration and new activation as
many mighty warriors who are set for battle and victory move into place to rule
and reign.
“Indeed, the long awaited promises you have held onto shall be known as dreams
come true in a greater dimension than you perceived in the beginning. The
greater the faith, the bigger the prize, says the Promise Keeper.
I am increasing prophetic dreams and releasing divine favor for entrepreneurial
ventures that is surrounding those who step out through the double doors of
opportunity in 2022. I am giving you blessed assurance of your faith as you go
forth intentionally to produce a legacy of living faith, love and hope for those who
come behind you, The manifestation of multiplication shall be seen in
breakthroughs for health and wealth going forth into this new Era,” says the
Promise Keeper to His Remnant Bride.
I leave you with yet another assurance of faith through some of the story of
Prophet Habakkuk. This story seems to parallel our challenge in the world today.
It too reiterates that “the just shall live by Faith” in Habakkuk 2:1-4 Amplified
Version: Habakkuk is desperate to have an answer from the Lord.

Prophet Habakkuk says, “I will stand at my guard post and station myself on the
tower; and I will keep watch to see what He will say to me, and what answer I
will give as His spokesman when I am reproved. Then the LORD answered me
and said, ‘Write the vision And engrave it plainly on clay tablets So that the one
who reads it will run. For the vision is yet for the appointed future] time It
hurries toward the goal of fulfillment; it will not fail. Even though it delays, wait
patiently for it, because it will certainly come; it will not delay. Look at the proud
one, His soul is not right within him, and their lives are crooked. But the
righteous will live by their faithfulness to God.”
Now in order to get a true picture of what is happening here with the Prophet
Habakkuk and see somewhat of a parallel to our times, let’s take a look at the
background story briefly. The prophet Habakkuk is predicting the downfall of
the Chaldean power, whose invading army shall soon shatter and scatter the
remnant of the Kingdom of Judah. He has made his complaints to God, and he
was waiting and watching for God to answer.
He said, “I will stand at my watch and station myself on the ramparts; I will look
to see what he will say to me, and what answer I am to give to this complaint.”
Then the LORD replied: "Write down the revelation and make it plain on tablets
so that a herald may run with it.”
Habakkuk was in a hard place because he was not only experiencing the strength
of the wicked weighing him down with discouragement but also feeling the great
humiliation of the just. I can almost feel his deliberate conscious choice to
STAND, to keep a LOOKOUT on his post. I believe the Lord is speaking to us
today to follow Habakkuk’s example during this difficult time of waiting, but still
trusting, watching but fighting the temptation to embrace what we see with our
eyes instead of what God is showing us in our spirit. May we all take heed to this
message and learn this timeless example of faith and trust and prayer that
Habakkuk left to us as a legacy. No matter what the circumstances, no matter
what we see, no matter what the enemy says, God will never disappoint His
servants. He always carries out His word in His time.
Beloved, just as God answered and instructed Habakkuk, ‘Write the vision,’ we
too, must write the vision. God instructed John in his vision of the New
Jerusalem to write the vision also. Revelation 21:5.
God has set the bar high for us to learn by example and walk in it by faith. When
we write the vision, it is like a message of expectation is recorded in our mind.
Then we are to wait for the vision to come to pass. I believe that is where we are
today. I find myself saying, Lord, it seems that history does repeat itself as I
reflect upon the events of Habakkuk’s struggles. I thank God for the words of the

prophets in the bible that foster identification and enforce truth and trust in God
alone. Many of us have prophesied the word of the Lord that He will step in and
turn the tables in this great time of chaos and clashing of the swords in this end
time war of good and evil. We have spoken freely the word of assurance that He
has a rescue plan for the nations, and that it is right at the door, but even though
we think we know the time, we actually are at His mercy as we trust Him to
carry out His word in HIS Timing. We see through a glass darkly, but He is all
knowing. He is the only one that sees the beginning from the end. So, beloved,
we stand still in faith believing the one and only Savior, Promise Keeper, King of
Kings and Ruler of all the earth who is not a man that He should lie.
We have the blessed assurance of His word "The vision is yet for an appointed
time to come, and there is an appointed time.” Our part is to watch and pray and
wait with Patience (even if we see it as a delay from our viewpoint, it will come).
We shall not be disappointed for He shall deliver His people from the destruction
of the enemy.
As we embrace the NEW day we are now in, we must press through the newness
and the unfamiliar with tenacity. It is important to continue to leave a trail of
kindness on every path we trod for that shall be a preview of what those whose
hope has been deferred shall receive in this revolutionary time of restoration and
healing and overflowing provision of promises and wealth.
“I am taking you off of the enemy’s path of Destruction that took you down the
trail of tears onto the Healing Pathway of restoration, redemption and
resurrection life evermore,” says the Lord of all.

Heart of Understanding
The Lord recently gave me an unexpected surprise by opening up the eyes of my heart
and giving me an understanding of why He took me back to my hometown after answering
His call to the nations. I never planned to return to where I started after traveling 18
different nations for missions. He sure gave me some missing pieces of the puzzle of what
and why. He said, “I am giving you an intercessory assignment to pray for your region
because you were part of the beginning outpouring, and you witnessed the spirit of
division that came in to destroy unity. He gave me an overview at first, and as I obeyed
His lead, I began to get more and more understanding. It was not until just recently I
broke through into the full understanding of “why me” and really began to see “the big
picture” through HIS eyes. His plans are so much bigger than ours, and His ways are not
our ways. His love is SO amazing, and His goodness never ends.
He is moving behind the scenes bringing order out of chaos and shifting, sifting and
positioning. Along with the changing of the guard and changing of garments, HE is also
changing mindsets to be fixed and focused on truth. HE took me back to March 2019. He
had spoken to me that I would get new marching orders in March and said, “I will begin to
cause you to march forward according to My Plan just as you have prayed.”
But I did not grasp the FULLNESS of what that meant until He began to preempt ‘my
plans’ and take me full circle to where my spirit-filled walk with Him all began in the early
Charismatic movement that took place in Knoxville, TN that impacted this region.
He turned me around and headed me in a new direction I would never have thought of.
Suddenly in less than 24 hours, He arranged for me to travel to an Aglow South/
Southeast Conference. The theme for that weekend was “FULLNESS!” I can tell you that
we were completely IN HIS PRESENCE, and there was true FULLNESS of JOY. While
there, HE then opened up the eyes of my heart, and He gave me a deeper understanding
of the region and the strongholds that were now operating there. He truly is still causing
us to take some sharp turns that put us on the right path for His Kingdom purposes to be
carried out for a Great Awakening.
So receive this truth as a corporate word for the body of Christ as you declare to The
LORD today, “Where you lead me, I will follow for you are making the crooked paths
straight and building a highway of holiness.”
There are many ways the Lord opens the eyes of our heart and gives understanding, and I
want to give some insight into a couple of other places where that happens. Many times
a trauma is created when we view a situation with our physical eyes instead of our

spiritual eyes and the key to bring healing to that trauma is to view through our spirit
instead of our flesh. So viewing traumatic situations through the physical eyes is what
gives an open door to the spirit of fear because we fear death. In reality, when our
emotions get involved with the spirit of fear, it can create what many deliverance
ministers refer to as a crack in the soul and if left unhealed, it can open the door to
demonic oppression.
When that happens, that person must be healed of the memory where that traumatic
incident occurred. The key to having the trauma healed completely is when the Holy Spirit
takes us back to the entrance of that fear and trauma, and He opens the eyes of our spirit
and shows us the truth. Then He overwrites the trauma (lie we believed) with truth. So
once again, we are awakened to truth when we see with our “real eyes” which are indeed
the eyes of the spirit. In deliverance healing ministry, it is important to close every door
where the enemy has had access.
The Lord gives us His promise in Ephesians 1:17-18a “That the God of our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Father of glory, may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the
knowledge of Him: The eyes of your understanding being enlightened...”
He is moving and putting every road sign up for those who are willing and obedient to
march to the tune of a different drummer. Beloved, this is not just a small change but
many large and small changes for the divine exchange has a provision for every needed
change. The release for financial change as well as alignment and assignment change is
happening now. Your previous paths have brought forth setups and upgrades for the
preparation of the bride of Christ.
“For truly this is a time for the fulfillment of My Word,” says The LORD. “I wish above all
things that you prosper and be in health even as your soul prospers. (3 John 1:2). You shall
come to a greater understanding and healing of your soul in this set aside time of coming
to the knowledge of the truth. For I AM uncovering the deception that brought forth the
soul struggles and lack of understanding. And I say to you, even as Jeremiah the prophet
asked in Jeremiah 8, ‘Is there no balm in Gilead when Judah had turned away from God
and ignored the warnings?’ you shall know I AM the only balm of Gilead and I AM
restoring and healing wounded souls.”
The journey for truth opens you up to a different path at times, but it is designed to give
you a beautiful destination at the end of the journey. Stop and smell the roses, climb
every mountain, take every detour, for that journey for truth is fully designed to result in
new freedom and peace that passes all understanding. There is a purpose for every path.
There are many unexpected surprises on the path of life
No Matter What, Press On.
We are on a path of discovery and destined deliverance. It is truly a Healing Pathway.
I see The LORD guiding us through a process to break off our tendency to hold on to the
familiar and resist changes that we didn’t initiate or plan for.

Have you experienced dissipation?… when things disappear or dissolve or seem to have
just vanished into oblivion? Does it sometimes seem like your resources are limited or
almost gone? Have you faced many disruptions of your plans or perhaps times of great
consternation when your well-planned course didn’t work and it seemed like you were
back at “square one?”
The LORD is surely beginning to preempt our self-made plans to get us in the right place
at the right time and produce the right results. Always remember, His ways are not our
ways.
Has there been a dissolution of relationships… some that you thought would be there
forever are gone or just suddenly seem like they don’t hold the place of importance that
they once did? Does it seem like a sudden removal has come and taken people out of your
life and just as suddenly some new relationships have popped up? Some of the ones we
have named our forever friends will come and go…their hearts are forever bonded to ours,
and that bond is sealed. Sometimes when this happens, I keep seeing a revolving door in
the season we are currently in. It appears that some who were once in our lives for a short
time have returned for a more stable relationship.
It is almost as if they had to leave and connect and grow in understanding and vision
while you also had to depart in order to accomplish what the original connection was
intended for. The LORD is putting powerful duos together to bring forth a spirit of
excellence in the Kingdom in His timing.
When unanticipated meltdowns in any relationship causes great pain and abandonment,
there are unanswered questions that seem to settle in your heart. It is time to stop and
remember that our times are in HIS hands and on occasion HE sends certain people into
our lives for a short season or perhaps even a brief encounter. He always has an on-time
reason and purpose according to His plan.
Some of our connections and relationships are for a season, some for a reason…an
appointed time set up by the Lord. But also, by divine appointment, though some come
and go, some last a lifetime. But they all serve a purpose in carrying out the purpose and
plan of The LORD.
As I have asked The LORD for discernment to be able to differentiate between what is
intended to be only a temporary provision and what is meant to be permanent, it has
helped me to hold things loosely in my hands and heart with an attitude of gratitude
coupled with a complete trust in HIM ALONE.
He is saying. “You are on the very threshold of my planned new beginning. It is
truly a new and unique time such as you have never before experienced. As I
carry my Bride across the threshold, she will know that I have saved the best for
last, “says the Bridegroom.

“I AM the God who created heaven and earth when all was void. Can I not maintain my
identity in times like these? I AM the God who creates wonder and surprise so this present
man-made chaos has not taken me by ‘SURPRISE,’ says The LORD.
One thing you must do, and do quickly, is to lock the door firmly behind you to the past,
for yesterday is gone and you must move ahead swiftly and not lag behind. Do not look
back as Lot’s wife did. There will be some who will want to go where you go because of
the seed you have planted in them, and they will continue to come alongside of you for a
time as you continue to BE the MESSAGE to them. But, there are many others that you
thought would travel with you, as I have previously spoken to you and continue to remind
you, that you will now find that disconnection has come.
You must continue in true discernment in the spirit and of the spirit and not be moved by
your emotions and mercy gift. So many are not ready, and you cannot carry them. Those
you leave behind were not willing to let go of the world and the pull of the things of the
world. So do not fret, for as you go, you will align with those who are single-minded and
fully persuaded of their true identity.
Know that promotion and acceleration carry with them conditions to flourish and grow.
Promotion flourishes and brings enlargement. Acceleration speeds up the growth factor to
catch up and meet every need. Going up to the next level will align you properly with the
others who were willing and obedient and who are lining up with my plan and strategic
moves for such a time as this,” says the Father.
It seems that many are experiencing roadblocks where directions have changed or the
road is closed. Others are finding that suddenly their brooks are drying up which simply
means that provision is gone and finances have dissolved. Many find that familiar people
and friends have moved away, or they have no more connection. It truly is the guidance of
the Lord to move on when your provision for that season has dried up or the reason for
that season has been accomplished. But, nevertheless, HE always has a reason for every
change in direction or completion of a season.
Look up, your redemption is on the way. New people, places and things have already
popped up suddenly like a quick blast from the past and suddenly you are receiving
newness in every situation. Many are even being taken back to places they have been
before but never thought they would be going to live there again. There were some who
made a new covenant with the Lord at some juncture, but were not faithful to keep that
covenant. God’s grace is making available an opportunity in these end times for
redemption life to redeem that which was stolen. Taking care of much unfinished business
will bear much fruit for the Kingdom that will remain.
Does all of this ring a bell with anyone?
One powerful truth I found in HIS word is Proverbs 21:1, and it has helped me settle some things in

my heart when a very special or key connection that I valued greatly dissolved for no
apparent reason. This is always a very perplexing situation. The simple understanding of
this scripture is that the LORD is able to turn the hearts of men in the direction He
desires and is in fact making it easier for you to let go and make moves forward into your
next assignment.
So do not take the matter personally or become bitter with people as though they are
rejecting you…(smile) but let the door close easily. Allow no bitterness to find a place in
your heart by which many are defiled.
When God leads us out of a place of familiarity and the way forward is blocked, He holds
the key — He dissolves and resolves — He opens and shuts — He interrupts and disrupts
to destruct and reconstruct — HIS ways are not our ways, so take no thought! He is ready
and setting in motion new directions and making corrections. Only The LORD possesses
infinite knowledge and perfect wisdom.
He is Eternal, Almighty, and Omniscient. He sees the end from the beginning and He will
have the last word. No matter how it may appear on the surface, He is actively involved in
the affairs of our lives. Many prophetic voices, as well as my own, have spoken of seeing
many Doors, beginning in 2019, and I recently had a vision of individuals walking through
many doors now, as well.
In my vision, I saw many who were totally surprised when they walked through the doors
of long awaited desires. It shall be a set time to acknowledge The LORD as a true Promise
Keeper. Actually these doors were very specific individual doors while some were intended
for all. Even in the picture I saw in the spirit, these doors were “older-style doors,” and I
heard the word, many are returning to the Ancient Pathways of the way, the truth and the
life.
First, I saw some will finally cross over the threshold entering into their true
identity and understanding as the bride of Christ and the truth of covenant. That door
would then open the door to new alignments that connect to new assignments and each
door will open up another door as they continue on with new vision leading the narrow
way to fulfill destiny. With each step, the LORD is calling us up higher. Each step is a step
upward. The first big door had a sign over it that said “UNDERSTANDING“.
I heard the Father say, “You have now come to understand that the door to ‘more than
enough’ has always been open to you. The big Door for some will be The Door of Justice,
and it will lead to restitution and then restoration, and the doors will then lead to a place
where they experience “the wealth of the sinner laid up for the just” being a true door of
destination. That door was labeled ‘JUSTICE’”.
Narrow is the way….. We have walked through many doors that have led us to this day and prepared
the narrow way. He is closing us in to walk in the open door. The Key of David is in operation.

Isaiah 22:22: “The key of the house of David I will lay on his shoulder; so he shall open, and no
one shall shut; and he shall shut, and no one shall open,” I have heard The LORD say that
we are in a time of Justice and Balancing the Scales.
“The door has been opened to your predestined time. It is the Kairos time on My eternal
clock. The clock is ticking and the heavens are open for you. The angelic host are ready
and the heavens are calling to your spirit to come up, come up. Open up your heart for a
wide awakening: “Know that in this hour. It will be a time when you will be able to see and
understand spiritual truth with great clarity — a season of freedom from bondage and
past difficulties that will bring refreshment to your soul. It shall truly be a time of
breaking forth oh my soul into abundant joy. Every wall that has kept the living water from
overflowing in your soul, every wall around your heart you have erected must come down
for my living water shall cleanse and fill you and my precious blood is your protection now
and forever. My blood has never lost its power,” says the Lord.
Many that have been hidden away shall rise to their calling as they become fully awake
and strengthened in their hearts once again, for the garments of heaviness are being
replaced with garments of praise. Many who have only sang songs about JESUS will
finally come to know who they are in HIM as the true worshipers are being gathered
together.
Many that have been hidden away shall rise to their calling as they become fully awake in
their hearts once again. For the reality of WHO I AM in you shall replace the WHAT I can
do for you with WHAT I AM doing in you and through you. A heart full of praise shall
flood your heart and soul that will spread like a virus to all those you encounter,” says the
Lord of Glory.
Again I say, ‘Let there be light,’ so shall you speak and bring forth my word to complete
what is needed. Many will step over the threshold of new opportunities for which they
have been praying, while others will have the door opened to restore that which was lost.
Prosperity shall abound where the mindset of lack and barely surviving has been.”
I have also been seeing a vision of many crying out to the Lord to show them their heart
and open up the eyes of their understanding, while they are stuck in the valley of decision,
struggling for direction and crying out to see the next chapter in their life, but not willing
to exit their present situation.
The Lord is saying, “It is very important to exit well your last chapter and leave no regrets
as you prepare to enter the next chapter. These days of evil and good clashing have
brought sorrow, but know that you can trust that my unchanging plan is your HOPE for
tomorrow —I Am your PEACE for today and your grace ticket of ACCEPTANCE for the
yesterday you cannot change,” assures the Lord of all.
The Lord is opening eyes to know that sometimes He has to fix a fix we cannot fix to bring

us to the perfect fix that fixes everything. Perhaps we have come to a place or time to
rescue the little child in each of us and see something beautiful and something good in
each new day. I discern the voice of the Lord declaring to us today: “There are many
unexpected sudden surprises coming right upon your shoreline this very season as you
walk with expectation of My treasures that have been kept hidden for such a time as this.
You shall come to the realization and understanding that you have a hidden treasure
within you that you have yet to see!”
Your surprise encounter with Jesus will be different from mine. But yours will also be
intimately upfront-and-personal as well. But the good news is the resurrection of the
buried, dead dreams and hopes will be the same for all!
His resurrection life is available to us now and forever. He is bringing our dead dreams to
life, even as HE unwrapped the grave clothes from Lazarus and said, “Come forth!” He is
unwrapping the grave clothes and calling forth our stolen and dead dreams to life!
The LORD of Assurance spoke to me, “I change not and I AM no respecter of persons and
so as it was with Lazarus, so be it unto you! So shall I say to you, I AM unwrapping your
grave clothes and calling forth the hidden treasure within you that has been crucified,
dead and buried. You shall arise with resurrected dreams and though I have heard you
say, ‘it is too late.’ I chuckle and say to you, have you forgotten Abraham? It is never too
late and I am always on time.
You shall become intimately acquainted with The God of Redemption, for your times are in
My Hands, and I AM redeeming the time. This moment has not caught Me by surprise. I
have a storehouse filled with many surprises you have yet to see. Just as I promised
Abraham, I cheerfully will say to you, “Go forth,” I have seen your sacrifices and your
faith. I AM multiplying resources of provision and places of favor. I never subtract or
divide, so know that I always add to your need, and I say, ‘Watch Me as I multiply your
blessings.’ Your test will become a testimony and your most valuable treasure.”
Just recently, the Lord spoke a word to me for the radiant Remnant that are called for this
hour as they walk with awakened understanding. He said, “Daughter, I say to you get
ready to rumble, for my radiant Remnant is arising with a great Awakening, and I AM
arming them with a clear understanding of everything that once was twisted. I AM
infusing them with the much needed physical and spiritual perspectives that will birth
new understanding.
These warriors shall know truth in their inward parts that will bring simplicity to
their thinking and peace to their actions. They will be light carriers who will show forth
The Light of My Glory. As My Power flows through them. They will be the living proof that
the enemy’s time is short. The reality of their God-given Authority shall be seen and heard
as they Arise and Shine, says the Father of Light. So, Listen carefully to My Voice as I continue to
instruct you to march forward now or stand still but continue to march in step. When everyone is in
place, you will receive your detailed marching orders quickly.”

So I adjure you today to begin to say this to yourself as you go, ‘I am blessed going out
and blessed coming in. I will enter with an expectant heart full of joy for what is set before
me. I will exit well this season knowing it is only the end of another chapter of my story,
but not the end of my journey, for I am not finished telling the story of Jesus!’

The LORD is saying, “I AM ushering in REAL CHANGE, and I AM calling My People to
make room for the transfer, and trust the one who is orchestrating the transitions,
transfers and transformations needed for this new ERA.
I say to you, your yesterdays are the sum of many experiences that have set you up for
this assignment to BE THE MESSAGE.
This is the NOW time to drop and release. Drop the failures, extra baggage, losses, and all
the negatives of yesterday, for I AM turning your negatives into positives as you embrace
the release that I AM making available as REAL CHANGE, such as you have never
experienced will make good use of what you once viewed as negative,” says The Father.
“The transformation and transition taking place, is calling forth New Changes that can
only come from REAL CHANGE and transfer of attitude of heart. I have brought My
People to a place of choice. Transition brings CHOICE, and CHOICE brings transition.”
We can drop the things we used to do, and let go of the wounds and bitterness of the heart
from yesterday, and speak forth life giving change out of the abundance of A Changed
Heart.
As I reflect on many previous Prophetic Words, predictions, as well as reiterations, during
this current time, we all have labeled it a time of change like none other. I must admit that
at times, it all seemed redundant, as the conversations seem to all be about the many
elements or facets involving change: transition, transferring, transfiguration, translation,
and transformation.
Each unique element is a form of CHANGE so I concluded we are all pretty much singing
the same theme song for this NEW DAY.
Let’s look at the prefix TRANS-, which means “across or take across”, while TRANSITION,
simply put, is the process or a period of changing from one state or condition to another.
TRANSLATION is change from one place to another, to carry over, to transfer.
TRANSFER, is moving from one place to another.
TRANSFIGURATION conveys a picture of trans-figuring or changing a thing into a
different thing, and at that time are trans-formed.
TRANSFORM implies a major change in form, nature, or function.

So, we say TRANSITION involves TRANSFER of many things and makes things and makes
everything different.
It brings a SHIFT in our thinking that brings us to a different FOCUS, much as TRANSFIGURATION brought changing into a different thing (out of one realm into another if you
will), many are being taken into a new realm of THINKING and existence.
One of my favorite old sayings is ‘I wish I knew then what I know now.’ That just means
with going back to a situation where I once was, and knowing what I know now. I am sure
you know what I mean.
I believe The LORD is taking many of us back to some place or time, something from the
past, and allowing it to be seen through the eyes of what we know now.
It has become evident that many others are being awakened to make changes… that is,
to take action or “be The Message”, literally, be The Change you want to see.
When CREATIVITY collides with ACTION, when you are suddenly alive on the inside to
something that had died or you had given up on, the death of a vision comes but
resurrection (LIFE) raises it up with new VISION of PROVISION.
“I hear The LORD say, Real Change is a change of heart. When you say, proclaim
someone is experiencing a ‘change of heart’, it simply means they are experiencing
knowledge within themselves of their they really are, their true identity, and what I, the
Creator, had in mind for them and what they were designed to CREATE. You are a
CREATION sent to CREATE,” says The Father.
When there is something you want to experience on the outside, you must first become it
on the inside.
“As a man thinketh in his heart — so is he!” Proverbs 23:7a.
Those who truly live by what they feel are beginning to experience the desire to be the
change. They are in the beginning stages of embracing their purpose of life, and take hold
of the passion to make changes and exercise their faith to JUST DO IT!
Birthing the New
“You are birthing the New Strategy that will bring forth an historic deliverance that will
never be forgotten.
Just as My Word says ‘the gates of hell shall not prevail,’ in these precious moments many
call delay, you will soon see delay is not denial, so don’t fall into that trap the enemy has
set and don’t allow the process to feed your doubts, for INCREASE and ENLARGEMENT
are on the grid.
As My People embrace a new era, BREAKOUT into new Territories, Alignments,
Assignments and Patterns are already in place.

Once again, I say to you this is not just a crossover time, but a tipping point for all nations
for Turnaround, Transfer, and Trust. I AM in the process of bringing total Restoration,
Reset, and Revival.
As The Scales of Justice are balanced, watch as the revolving Doors of Repetition and
Incompletion are being locked down and replaced with many open doors of favor and
fulfillment moving forward into springtime and summer,” says the Creator of all things.
Very clearly the Commander spoke, “This is a time to see ‘boots on the ground’ as a true
reality. It is simply a time of coming to the Knowledge of The Truth and coming to accept
the true reality with a faith filled expectancy,” says The LORD.
“There is sometimes pain between EXPECTATION and REALITY, but I ransomed you from
your own futility by my own blood that you would arise out of your hope deferred and
broken dreams and receive the fullness of life everlasting.
It is my joy to see you see yourself as I see you. Your expectations must
become the reality of how I created you and your true identity. Won’t you
take a moment and see yourself as I see you? You have a role to play in the lives of others
and they have a role in yours as well. As you begin to know those who labor among you,
may you have keen discernment,” says The Father.
“Some will TEST you, some will USE you, some will LOVE you, and some will TEACH
you, but more important are the ones who will bring out the BEST in you.
Your gifts shall make a place for you as you step forward and suddenly, just at the right
time, you shall discover your gifts are multi-dimensional. Many new motivations shall be
imparted to you that propel you to spring forth into your new place from our intimacy and
nightly encounters,” says The Gift giver.
Why It’s Worth It!!
“You are entering a time of deep AWARENESS of the rare and amazing people who shall
quickly come to your mind to remind you — WHY IT’S WORTH IT.
Hear this important announcement, says the Father: Roles are changing in this
new era, many who have been stage hands are coming to the front of the stage to
prepare for the opening curtain time for the New Beginnings aka, the New World
Order.
Some whom you are in relationship with right now have made choices that will change
their course, and they will not be going in the same direction with you in the immediate
future. So seek My Face, seek My Wisdom as to what role you are playing in the life of
someone else, and what role they are acting out in your life. I have forewarned you that
many who are designated to impart something in your life may not be the ones you have
chosen—but the ones I have handpicked, says The Father.

And likewise, I have chosen something in you that must be released to another. There are
some who might go unnoticed, but they have been in the background and seldom seen,
but they shall step forward at the right time to lend a helping hand in this crucial ‘tipping
point’ time, and your eyes shall suddenly see they were there all the time, as the song
goes, waiting patiently in line, they were there all the time.
I have ordained Divine Favor and Divine Connections to melt the hearts of the weary ones
and a miracle moment of bonding shall take place as these relationships connect, bonding
together AS ONE. Specific Assigned Alignments and heavenly visions shall be released
for the fitting together and greater agreement.”
So beloved ones, listen, pay close attention and become attuned with The
Frequency of Heaven in these days!
For there is a sound that is rising from the ground that will shake and shift the kingdom of
darkness and cause the enemies of The Living God to flee in seven different directions.
For My Heart is saying, ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!
In these springtime months leading up to the change of seasons, listen for the sound of a
different drummer, for it is a new sound, you shall hear the approaching sound of
marching feet begin to fill the spiritual atmosphere.
My amazing enlistments, My Army of Radical Reformers have answered the call to arise
and advance, robed in The Sackcloth of Repentance and wearing The Crown of Righteous
Humility and Full Surrender to their King, and they shall Pursue, Overtake and Recover
All, says The LORD of Glory.
The Bowl of Blessings is being poured out, overturning and turning over all things for
good,” says The Good, Good Father. As perfect love casts out fear, so freedom shall reign
even in the midst of darkness.
When backlash and new battles arose in the past big shift and separation began the
process of purifying hearts, the Light of My Glory in you began to dispel the darkness and
that was only the beginning,” says The One who is the BEGINNING and the END. In the
end times, you shall walking in the heights and depths of My Plan and your Purpose.
For you shall look back and see how long-suffering, not only developed strength for the
journey, it allowed patience to have her perfect work that you may be perfect and
complete, lacking nothing. Those who fainted in weariness of the last season shall arise
with healing in their wings.
Yes! Bold confidence is forming in the hearts of the End-time Army of The LORD who were
struck with the disease of passivity and the virus of confusion that brought on compliance
and compromise. My Army is getting in step as they receive their marching orders. The
spirit of compromise is being exposed as my hand of justice returns what has been lost
and every tie with justification and victimization is broken,” says The LORD of Glory.

This set time shall be well remembered as totally right on time without man’s
reason or rhyme.
“Whatever I tell you in the dark, speak in the light; and what you hear in the ear, preach
on the housetops.” Matthew 10:27.
“And He said to him, “Most assuredly, I say to you, hereafter you shall see heaven open,
and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of Man.” John 1:51

The heart is the determining factor whether or not we enter the Kingdom of God. That
bold statement is based on the scripture in Jeremiah 17:9-10 “The heart is deceitful above
all things, and desperately wicked; Who can know it? I, the Lord, search the heart, test
the mind, even to give every man according to his ways, according to the fruit of his
doings.”
“We do not see things as they are, we see them as we are,” is the explanation of a
quote by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. His quote is:“A man sees in the world what
he carries in his heart.” Goethe
As I researched more, I learned some have said we become what we think about.
On this subject, I leave you with this quote from Henri Bergson, 1859-1941: “The
eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend.”
These words have led me to go down memory lane with The LORD as He opened up “my
story” to me in a new way. We all have a story, and I have learned He leads up in the way
we will most easily follow as HE PREPARES US and equips us with wisdom, truth, and
understanding to fight the good fight of Faith.
I was taken by The LORD to the scriptures in Proverbs 4:23, “Guard your heart with all
diligence, because out of it flows all the issues of life,” and Proverbs 23:7 “As a man
thinketh in His heart, so is he.”
Or, as it has often been said, “We become what we think about.”and lastly, Ephesians 1:18
“I pray that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened, so that you will know what is the
hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints…..”
As a prophetic intercessor, I have come to the understanding that all intercessors are not
prophets, but all prophets are intercessors. As The LORD opened my eyes to see and
understand what I was hearing Him speak, I was amazed that often in that process, He
gives me a big picture but breaks it down into a lot of pieces that connect.
Thinking back today on many times I questioned God with, “Lord, you want me to do
WHAT?”
I recall when The LORD told me He was calling me to be an intercessor for Donald Trump.
Now, Beloved, please stop a moment with me and consider this: “There is a big difference

between praying and the prayer of intercession….”
We can pray God’s Word, declare with authority and must continue, but the Prayer of
Intercession requires standing in the gap!
Simply put ‘the gap’ is the distance between the way things are and the way
things should be.
The LORD is the author and finisher of our faith. He is a God of order. Everything He has
created has order. Satan works to bring destruction and confusion as well as every evil
work to break down God’s established structure of authority.
I have come to truly love the scripture in Psalms 62:5, where David said, “My soul, wait
silently for God alone, for my expectation is from Him”.
Beloved, we will only experience intercession as a true exciting adventure to the degree
we have learned to wait on God. He also told His disciples twice to WATCH and PRAY
Mark 13:33 and 14:38.
Intercessors are truly Watchmen
I have thought about that experience many times when I recently have heard some who
prophesied about Donald Trump being placed in his position by The LORD and now
repenting or saying they made a mistake. I didn’t know Donald Trump at all, except he
was a billionaire and people labeled him a ‘playboy’ at that time.
I have since prophesied that He would have an experience with the LORD that would be
life changing and I stand by every Word I was given, because I trust God.
Beloved, I am not moved by what I see, because the character of God changes not.
HE DOES NOT change His mind, but many times He is at work in us to change us.
His ways are not ours, and HIS timing is perfect. This one scripture I am sure of:
Philippians 1:6 “Being confident of this, that He who began a good work in you will carry
it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus.”
In prayer, the LORD spoke a warning to me, “Do not to get into a spirit of justification or
defend My stand to those who do not believe. He said. Many who once believed will cross
over into a spirit of disbelief, and many who had a spirit of unbelief will come to believe as
time goes on. But I tell you, watch Donald Trump as he displays his gift as a strategist and
deep thinker and his great tenacity to fight and win. He is a WARRIOR and will fight to
win the War I have called him to. The Swamp is very deep and it is now time to rescue the
children and expose evil hearts. Honor his gift and call, My Daughter.”
Romans 12:3 AMP says,“For by the grace [of God] given to me I say to every one of you
not to think more highly of himself [and of his importance and ability] than he ought to

think; but to think so as to have sound judgment, as God has apportioned to each a degree
of faith [and a purpose designed for service].”
Beloved, I exhort you today to join me in praying from Acts 26:18.
LORD, I humbly come before you as we battles the forces of evil in our land.
May Your Grace and mercy prevail as we continue to travail. I ask the that you would open
the eyes walking in darkness so that they may turn from darkness to light, and from the
power of Satan to God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins and an inheritance
among those who have been sanctified by faith in God alone.
I have been on a quest to know my own heart ever since the day The LORD spoke to me
that I did not know my own heart.
He posed a question to me, “Have you ever wondered why sometimes things trigger
your emotions that cause you to react to things the way that you do?”
He continues to teach me about my heart being my true self, and if it believes something
that is not right, or true, then my actions will be a mirror of what I believe.
So I say to you today, this is my quest: ‘To keep my heart with all diligence and to follow
His Heart as I also endeavor to carry His Heart only.’
I hear Him saying, “Tell my people to wake up for many are asleep in this momentous
hour in the history of the world. It is the NOW time to discern the times and the lateness
of the hour. The battle for the mind is raging. Have I not said, “Let this mind be in you!”
Just ask and let My Mind lead you, for I desire to sharpen your spiritual senses and set
your heart ablaze with My Love. Passivity will not bring peace. Set your mind as you
embrace my mind and fight the good fight of faith,” says The LORD.
A few days ago, as I awakened, The LORD spoke this to me,’SELF-PRESERVATION’ is a
work of the flesh, and it has established a strong hold in America.
Insecurity and self- preservation are working hand in hand alongside the spirit of
fear, to challenge The Spirit of Loyalty to Authority.”
With this in mind as I sought God, I first had to examine my own heart as an
intercessor… asking the LORD if this spirit was at work in me and would He
show me my heart. I have learned that self-will never crucify self because
self is always on self’s side. Without God, I am nothing.
Immediately, I The LORD brought to my mind one of my favorite books,
“LOYALTY” by Bob Sorge. In the book, He reflects on betrayal, disloyalty
and shows many examples of Saul and David. He says,“The mark of loyalty to God is that
we relinquish our grip on self-preservation.”

Beloved, we must settle our insecurities in the secret place of intimacy with Jesus. I
believe with my whole heart that President Donald Trump is God’s David and will continue
to grow in his relationship with the Lord.
I have learned God is the same, yesterday, today, and forever. God can be God all by
himself. I recall when He said to me back in 1978, “You did not choose Me, but I chose
you and appointed you so that you might go and bear fruit — fruit that will last —
and so that whatever you ask in My Name the Father will give you.”
Three days ago, I heard The LORD encourage me to encourage you. He said to me,
“Donald Trump is on a kingly assignment from the King of Kings and Lord of Lords. I AM
not a man that I should lie, and I do not change My Mind. I AM not a man with a fickle
mind. I have come to rescue and bring deliverance from evil corruption. President Trump
shall fight to the finish, for I The LORD God always finish what I start. Yes, once again, I
looked for a man that would stand in the gap and know this, I AM all knowing, all wisdom
and My Plan is perfect and complete lacking nothing. Trust Me for I AM the WAY and I
AM establishing my Kingdom on TRUTH and Justice and Righteousness and I AM
breathing LIFE into that which has died. Remember, A lot can happen in three days!” says
the LORD.
The LORD has been speaking to me in intercession as I have been seeking HIM about
President Trump and the raging battle between good and evil, He said, “Many of my
prayer warriors have become inpatient and even intercessors are going in and out of the
gap during the war being fought for the soul of America. Because of the mind control and
witchcraft, some have become weary and double-minded. I AM calling out to them to
discipline their flesh that is caving in to frustration, and allow Me to once again give them
a single eye for when the eye is single (focused on Me), the whole body is full of light.
As they wait in humility and faith, they shall be clothed afresh with The Fear of The LORD
which is Wisdom and yes, know that I shall renew their strength and give them a fresh
resolve to finish this race against injustice with perseverance that will keep them until the
end. Be not deceived on your watch as the repairer of the breach!” says the Father.
Philippians 4:6-7“Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.”
“The mind governed by the flesh is death, but the mind governed by the Spirit is life and
peace.” Romans 8:6.
“It is my joy to see you see yourself as I see you. Your expectations must become
the reality of how I created you and your true identity.
Won’t you take a moment and see yourself as I see you? You have a role to play in
the lives of others and they have a role in yours as well.”

Proverbs 4:23, mentions the importance of renewing the mind, “Above all else, guard your
heart, for everything you do flows from it….”
“Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s Will is –– His good, pleasing
and perfect will.” Romans 12:2.
“Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free. John 8:32.
“Set your minds on things above, not on earthly things.” Colossians 3:2.
“Yet those who wait for The LORD Will gain new strength; they will mount up with
wings like eagles, they will run and not get tired, they will walk and not become weary.”
Isaiah 40:31.
“He has made everything beautiful in its time. He has also set eternity in the human
heart; yet no one can fathom what God has done from beginning to end.” Ecclesiastes
3:11.
As I pondered this verse and researched it, this is what I found in the Berean
Study Bible: “All things are wearisome, more than one can say. The eye never has enough
of seeing, nor the ear its fill of hearing. What has been will be again, what has been done
will be done again; there is nothing new under the sun.”
God Remains Faithful.
What if some did not have faith? Will their lack of faith nullify God’s faithfulness?
Certainly not! Let God be TRUE and every man a liar. Romans 3:4.
This song sung by Judy Jacobs so declares the song I hear in my heart as we look to what
is coming. “These Are the Days of Elijah” — Preparing the Way of The LORD!
As we sing this prophetic words, ask the Lord to open up your understanding of just
where we are in this Preparation time.
Days of Elijah
These are the days of Elijah
Declaring the Word of the Lord And these are the days of Your servant Moses
Righteousness being restored.
And though these are days of great trials Of famine and darkness and sword
Still we are the voice in the desert crying Prepare ye the way of the Lord!
Behold He comes, riding on the clouds Shining like the sun, at the trumpet call
Lift your voice, it’s the year of Jubilee And out of Zion’s hill. salvation comes

And these are the days of Ezekiel The dry bones becoming as flesh
And these are the days of Your servant David Rebuilding a temple of praise.
And these are the days of the harvest The fields are as white in the world.
And we are the laborers in Your vineyard Declaring the Word of the Lord.
There’s no god like Jehovah There’s no god like Jehovah There’s no god like
Jehovah There’s no god like Jehovah.
Words and music by Robin Mark.
I hear the Lord calling out to the Remnant Bride that now is the time to go deeper into the
Word of God in order to go higher with the Lord. He is calling us to come up higher. The
Spirit of God is stirring up our hearts with a desire for the presence and power of God.
During this time of Covid and the Pandemic, the Lord God has been fanning the flame of
frustration and discontentment within the hearts of the people of God that is resulting is a
deep hungry for a mighty move of God. He is returning his people to the heart of Worship
that they may cry out, ‘It’s all about you, it’s all about you, Lord’. He is pouring out the
gift of repentance that we may cry out just like the words of the song, ‘I’m sorry, Lord, for
the things I’ve made it, it’s all about you, it’s all about you, Jesus’.
Psalm 42:1-2 “As the heart pants after the water brooks, so pants my soul after You, O
God. My Soul thirsts for God, for the living God: when shall I come and appear before
God?”And just like David, many are seeking for a deeper, personal relationship with the
Lord of Glory.
Beloved, He is bringing us to the same understanding that HE gave David, that the Lord is
the only one who can satisfy this deep longing of the soul. In this hour, His light is shining
brightly in the darkness of the hearts of many who are in a backsliden mindset and some
who have never known him at all to open their hearts with complete abandonment. He is
our Hiding Place.
Psalms 91 is my daily prayer as I open my heart to trust HIM completely as my HIDING
PLACE. This is the Passion Translation version.
Whoever lives within the secret shadow of Shaddi, hidden in the strength of God Most
High, will always be kept safe and feel secure!
Here's how I describe Him:
He's the Hope that holds me, and the Stronghold to shelter me,
The only God for me, and my Great Confidence.
Yes He will rescue you from every hidden trap of the enemy,
and He will protect you from false accusation and any deadly curse.
His massive arms are wrapped around you, protecting you.
You can run under His covering of majesty and hide.

His faithfulness is a wrap-around shield keeping you from harm.
You will never worry about an attack of demonic forces at night,
not have to fear a spirit of darkness coming against you.
Don't fear a thing! Whether by night or by day, demonic danger will not trouble you, nor
the powers of evil launched against you.
For God will keep you safe and secure, they won't lay a hand on you!
Even in a time of disaster with thousands and thousands being killed,
you will remain unscathed and unharmed!
You will be a spectator as the wicked perish in judgment,
for you will still be kept safe and secure.
When we live our lives within the shadow of the God Most High,
our Secret Hiding Place, we will always be shielded from harm!
How then could evil prevail against us, or disease infect us?
God will send His messengers- angels with special orders to protect you
wherever you go, defending you from all harm.
If you walk into a trap, they'll be there for you and keep you from stumbling!
You'll even walk unharmed among the fiercest powers of darkness, trampling
every one of them beneath your feet!
For here is what the Lord has spoken to me: "Because you have chosen to be My great
lover, I have chosen to greatly protect you.
I will set you in a high place, safe and secure before My face.
I will answer your cry for help every time you pray, and you will find and feel My presence,
even in your time of pressure and trouble. I will be Your glorious Hero and give you
success!
You will be satisfied with a full life, and with all that I do for you!
For you will feast your eyes on the fullness of My salvation, drinking deeply of me!"
Psalm 91 TPT**
The Lord so desires to write these words on the tablet of our hearts. He wants our hearts
to shift from fear to faith and allow His words to awaken our hearts to trust HIM with our
whole heart, for HE alone is OUR HIDING PLACE.
We must be honest with ourselves and with God as we agree with His words and allow
Him to deliver us from a divided heart that has harbored fear and sometimes even
unbelief. Beloved, the winds of adversity have carried us in every direction, and many
have lost their footing as the shaking has come to shake our very foundation.
This is part of our Preparation in order to Prepare the Way of the Lord. Preparation is
itself suggests clearing the way, plowing up, emptying and also dying to self. It is surely a
time of learning patience. During this season of turmoil, the scripture in James 1:3-4 that
says “the testing of our faith produces patience. But LET patience have its perfect work,
that you may be perfect and complete, lacking nothing.”
That has surely been happening in us during this time of clashing of the swords,

frustration, deception, and fear mongering. God is continuing to send His grace and
mercy to allow us to hold on to truth and catch HIS vision through these difficult times.
He is calling us to keep our focus by embracing a single eye that allows the whole body to
be full of light during this time of darkness.
He is shining His light into the darkness and we shall carry that Light as His glory covers
the earth.
I admonish you as our hearts are being changed and coming into the state of fully
awakened to ask yourself these challenging questions:
1. Start with ‘Show me my heart Lord. Is my conscience clear with all men?
2. Do I really want to participate with my whole heart?
3. Am I content to be a passive observer?
4 Does God have to fit into my schedule or do I fit into HIS?
5. Am I living daily with ‘eternity written on my heart’?
6. If I have become passive, then what is the lie I have believed?
7. Am I producing the fruit of the spirit in my life? Please show me.
8. Am I quick to hear, slow to speak, and willingly quick to repent?
9. Do I love what God love and hate what God hates?
10. Am I willing to give God that which costs me nothing?
Will I sacrifice my time, comfort, etc to see Him move?
I call these the 10 short commandments of allowing the Lord to shine His light into my
heart and bring purity of purpose and weed out some of the issues of my heart.
We are at the tipping point of REAL CHANGE. We are standing at a crossroads of
total transition that is bringing NEW Challenges, NEW Connections, and SOME
Disconnections. We must be willing to let go of the familiarity of our comfort zone with
some who will not be going with us in our new assignment. Consequently, we must open
our hearts wide and trust the Lord with the NEW connections because once again,
‘We do not see things as they are, we see them as We are’.
I hear the Lord saying, “You are about to be taken to a NEW challenge to believe the
unthinkable, imagine the impossible, and be totally changed by new delights as the
blessing of the Father pulls out all the stops and removes all the delays.”
One definition of Challenge is something you rise to and it takes courage to accomplish.
The Lord took me to Joshua 1 and the challenge God put before Him. Read Joshua 1: 1-18
TPT. The following descriptions of Joshua are excerpts from Joshua 1 TPT.
Joshua was called to Leadership and went from Slave to Leader, in another season, he
was learning warfare and became a Soldier. He was also a Submitted Servant. He gave
his life, his purposes, his destiny, and his future into the hands of leaders. That can be a
hard test for many. He was also very much a Seeker and that is a major characteristic of
the rising Joshua Generation.

Neither Moses nor Joshua had any trouble with God the Father being close and in their
faces. They loved the presence of God! When Joshua went into the tent he did not want to
leave. That is something extra special about the Joshua generation. They go in, but they
do not go out. They just stay right there, saying, “I just want to worship. I want to stay
right here with you, God. I just want to be in this place, glowing, glistening, and burning
in your presence. I want to radiate with your glory!” Joshua did not leave the tent. There
is something about this generation. They will not leave when the Lord shows up. Just like
Joshua they will be known for their faith, courage and strength.
They will be well remembered as a generation that returned us to the HEART OF
WORSHIP. The theme of Heart of Worship song is “IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU, IT’S ALL
ABOUT YOU, JESUS”!
Not only was Joshua a slave, a soldier, a servant, and a seeker, he was also a spy. Another
term for this would be “Forerunner.” Joshua went ahead to discover what God was
doing. There was something prophetic about him. General Joshua was a leader that was a
prophet—a prophetic forerunner. He had to see what was out there. Joshua was a man
of great faith, real courage, and renewed strength.
I hear the Lord saying, “I am raising up a Joshua Generation who will rise to the
challenge, who will not quit, who will not turn back, but will press on. They will be seen as
‘Soldiers of the Cross’. This generation will be world changers who will conquer the
enemy with a display of power and might, says the Lord. They will be faithful to the end to
raise the banner of TRUTH and victory in the spirit of humility. They will face every
challenge with great courage as prophetic forerunners and leaders establishing freedom
and justice in the land.
Will you be a volunteer and enlist in the emerging Joshua generation, asks the Director of
Heavenly Armies?
It is the time to catch the vision, write the vision and make it plain. I am opening up the
eyes of your understanding to envision what I see, says the Lord.”
Now may we no longer see things as we are, but as they are through the eyes of the
Creator alone, as we watch Him create the New World Order.

